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The Divine Mother has chosen Earth as the
concentration of all the planes in existence for
transformation

Her Mission is to Divinise all things
undivine and establish the divine life on
earth

Unlike those who have come before her, Savitri's mission
is incomplete without the complete transformation of
matter (see Savitri's Yoga Map - the 3 phases of Savitri's
Life).

Our Divine Mother is the manifestation of Savitri
just as Sri Aurobindo is the manifestation of
Satyavan
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Those who wear Satyavan's face or are of
his nature are entiltled to Savitri's Love and
Care
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To be the Mother's Child

Those who wear Satyavan's face or satisfy the 5 conditions (virginity, Simplicity
etc) are ready for the acceleration of the transformative action.  This action is a
highly contagious process and its vibration affects all those around changing the
atmosphere, in many ways it is akin to a chain reaction.  These children will
assist in completing the Mother's unfinished work

Virginity

recognise the importance of Purity. Impurity is like a cloud that
spreads and is contagious.  As it enters a being it perverts our
outlook and blocks our direct contact with the Divine in our
heart

Hence it is important to limit our
association and be concentrated on the
divine mother

The growth of purity/virginity in our being is
directly proportional to our admission to the
Savitri's virgin world

Her world enables a direct contact with the
Psychic being and the divine and a life dedicated
exclusively to that pursuit

She keeps these children of purity safe from the
lower perverting power "the harlot power that
slays the soul"

The influence of Her world brings like
minded souls together to do her divine
work

Through her constant protection, there is an accumulation of soul
force in the individual/her child and this spiritual force can meet
any other non divine force in the world answer/nullify it and take
the sadhak across safely through that difficult period

the highest ananda and perfection is reserved for such children for
till the divine is seen in the inconscient as well as the
superconscient our experinece and intimacy with him is not
integral.  Entry into Savitri's virgin world paves the way for this
integral union

The virgin state is not a static state but a
dynamic one - each new divine experience or
touch enhances it and it grows into a higher
order

Activity Based on Knowledge

Satyavan as a woodsman represents the
working, action based human being who is at
the forefront of earth's evolution through her
human creation

comparisons can be made between Sri Krishna's work in
world action (with Radha's subtle/hidden presence within
Him) and Satyavan's work with savitri's physical
presence.

Sri Krishna as the divine incarnation taught the importance of not
renouncing action but the fruit of action and all his life was
engaged in action as an example to the race not to escape into
saintly inactivity

Satyavan as the divine messenger woodsman represents
the same, further any temptation to escape into the
supreme self was removed with the advent of Savitri into
his life

Following Sri Krishna's teachings in the Gita will allow one to
progress to the state of Jivanmukta and becoming like Satyavan,
a child of the Divine Mother, will allow the sadhak to progress to
the next stage of transformation and integral union with the Divine

This marks a progression from worldly action based on
knowledge without attachment to universal action based on
cosmic oneness and awareness as a vessel of the Divine
Mother

Harmony

disharmony exists due to the influence of the 4 adverse
forces of Death, Suffering, Falsehood and Ignornace - our
being right down to the cells are habituated to opening to
these influences

The greater the ability of a person to hold that
undivided consciousess, the greater is the
harmony in their being

if this undivided consciousness can be held and
activated within the cells of our being then  the 4
adverse forces can be nullified

This will lead to greater
harmony across the world

Simplicity

Defined as a spontaneous joy in
action, expression, movement and
Life

do not allow the rationalising
mind to dictate matters and
complicate

Live in the atmosphere of
Truth/living within/attuned to the
Psychic Being

A simple life is an opulent life - as satyavan in his  1st meeting
with Savitri states..."There let me lead thee into an opulent life.
Bare, simple is the sylvan hermit-life; Yet is it clad with the
jewelry of earth."

Each victory of Truth over falsehood and every
revelation of Knowledge takes us closer to an
integral simplicity

One Mindedness

a seeker should single mindedly concentrate
on the divine to the exclusion of mortal
enjoyments

To be the Mother's Child
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Dark concealed forces that have taken refuge and rule over the
Inconscient layer of consciousness.  These are represented by
the 4 Asuras.  They constantly thwart the Divine light that
descends to earth and are set against the evolution and
transformation of man

Death

Suffering

Falsehood

Ignorance

The assent of man's lower
nature to the dark forces

the lower nature is easily influenced both by the
adverse forces as well as habitual defunct
instruments of our nature

Ego/desire etc which have been rejected lie in wait in the atmosphere and
near his adhara waiting for an opportunity to return.  The lower vital is
porous to these influences and any opening in it allows their return.  As
such the process of clearing and purifying the lower vital seems an
unending task

The adverse forces utilise the gate of
the lower nature to manifest their
influence

The remaining of the Regent behind the veil

If the Psychic Being comes forward and rules the adhara of man then the influence of
the adverse forces on man will be nullified.  However this regent sits behind the veil
until man's sadhana reaches a point when he is turned to the divine and the adhara is
sufficiently open.  Unlike the forces of opposition the Psychic being does not insist or
is not loud with its influence so man is easily overpowered by the noisier lower
influences

The problem can only be solved
in its native home

The light from above cannot be effected by a divine entity from above.  The battle needs to be fought in the native
home of the adverse forces - in the inconscient sheath and this is only possible by the activation of the
inconscient self and working slowly through the layers of the sheath by descending one's consciousness to there.
 The inconscient sheath is not a personal/indiviudual sheath (like say the mental, vital and physical), but
terrestrial, so it is a problem of the entire earth consciousness.  One who wants to remedy the inconscient is in
effect taking on the whole of the earth consciousness to heal.(See Savitri's Yoga Mind Map - for Journey in
Abysmal NIght - phase 3 of Her yoga)
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The death and revival of the body of Satyavan can be considered
as the the conquering of the habit of death in the cells  -to revive
Satyavan is to effect a cellular transformation...and to achieve
this Savitri undertook the following aids

Cataleptic trance

using this method of trance one can evolve very quickly the
process of cellular transformation, the Mother used this mehod
both in Tlemen Algeria as well as the last period of Her
transformative action on earth.  Risk of the soul losing contact with
the body

Waking Trance

This is a much safer method to the transformation than Cataleptic
trance but also takes much longer - it maintains interaction with
the outer world and establishes a harmony between inner and
outer worlds

Intense waking trance

As the transformative process quickens and establishes itself the
descent of the divine force into the cells occurs.  This intensity
and bliss puts the cells in a  trance that may be difficult for them
to awaken from, so its usually attempted during sleep state

Trance of Union

See Savitri's Yoga mind map- this commenced when Savitri first
met Satyavan.  Enabled the commencement of the dual sadhana
and opening of the Divine's many doors to the highest spiritual
experiences

Last salvation

This stage represents Savitri's final achievement which is not limited to cellular
transformation of Satyavan but of the entire earth consciousness.  For this to
occur the Earth's consciousness must ascend to reach a stage when it is fit to
receive the Divine transformative force (which will only occur by successive
descents of the Divine force to prepare it for such a stage)
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to wear the face of Satyavan is to be like a true
child of the divine mother - or God's slave.  Only in
such people can the transformation find
completion.
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